To help our clients gain better insight into their own schedule management controls, improve scheduling practices, and drive project success, AXA XL has developed a schedule benchmarking service. Through this service, we provide a comparison against similar organizations, and identify best practices and opportunities for improvement along with actionable steps to facilitate continuous improvement in your scheduling practices. As part of this assessment, AXA XL also enlists tech partner SmartPM Technologies to support analysis of schedules from several projects and identify objective recommendations. Following our analysis, clients receive both a summary and detailed report, along with anonymized comparison to other similar contractors. Following a debrief and alignment on the report, an actionable plan is tailored to the contractor’s needs.

**What we review**
AXA XL’s SDI Construction risk engineering team reviews three general scheduling categories:
- **Process & Procedures**: The overall framework of the scheduling processes, procedures, and resources.
- **Development**: Practices for developing and approving the primary schedules that commit to the overall project duration – the bid/proposal schedule and the baseline contract schedule.
- **Updates/Ongoing Management**: Practices for performing regular project schedule updates and using these schedule tools to drive both project and enterprise success.
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Learn more about the Construction Ecosystem here.